WASHINGTON, Aug. 13 (Spl.) paring a hockey rink which refused to jell due to continued warm weather, a baby contest and a beauty contest in which pictures from home competed, recent events in camp theaters, classes and sports, and the "brief but brilliant careers" of papers competing with "The Times" and "The Circuit." The point system "foodacco" for barter and exchange is described in an article ending: "Camp economists fear an inflationary period now that cigaret parcels and personal parcels bringing chocolate are beginning to roll in."

Some of the mail from home is quoted by way of ironic humor: "Do you have enough money or do you want me to send some in a money order?" And "Your copy of the new Sears Roebuck catalog has possibly already reached you. It isn't always possible for a member of our Army to reach a shopping center, but with our catalog it is a simple matter." (No money can be sent into or out of camps).